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1 What is language

This section is trying to give answer to question
’What is language?’[0]. It got a lot of meaning. It’s
important to sum up basic facts and apply them
into the structure which is actually used by the
computer[1].

2 What is programming

In this part of presentation is being explained what
is programming in meaning of creating source code
for some computer language. The main parts are
creating code, testing and debugging of the result.
Programming is only one part in software devel-
opment, but is the most important. We can say
that programming is a part of implementation in a
meaning of creating new application.

3 How computer translate
code

This section contains small summary of process
known as compilation. It’s usually separated in few
parts.[3]

3.1 Lexical analyzing

Compiler is trying to find lexemes - the keywords for
the language. They are used to create easy gram-
mar. More lexemes analyzer finds, faster the trans-
lation is going to be. After analyzing process we
got set of rules in grammar.

3.2 Syntax analyzing - creating syn-
tax tree and check syntax

Syntax analyzer as the name suggest is checking
syntax and creating syntax tree. Output is the

syntax tree containing exact syntax in order of the
source code.

3.3 Semantic analyzing - check of
syntax tree operations

The syntax tree is used as input for semantic an-
alyzer. This part is no longer checking for syntax
but for semantic of source code. Every operation
got its own semantic and need to be correct for
compilation.

3.4 Intermediate code - for example
ASM

Special part in C compiling process is the inter-
mediate code which is in assembler. That gives
programmers great opportunity in optimizing their
work. Compiler can do a lot of work. But in global
point of view compiler is more versatile than op-
timal. That’s why a lot of programmers say that
C compiler wastes a lot of resources. Intermediate
code is needed exactly for this reason - to improve
the things that compiler doesn’t know about.

3.5 Optimization

If we don’t need to add or make something differ-
ent in intermediate code usually compiler optimizes
the source code without our assistence [2]. Every-
thing depends on the programmers who developed
the compiler. If architecture is well known opti-
mization can do a lot for speeding up of the machine
code.

3.6 Generation of machine code

And the final part of all is the generation of the
machine code. It’s the final result of the struggle
what compiler have to do.
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4 C language

This part is describing long tradition of C language.
Beggining of language is dated in 1972. Actual
name was decided to be C because first language
was B after Bonnie who is wife of Ken Thomp-
son. Another developer of C language is Dennis
Richie[2].

C is imperative structural language. It’s base
for much more languages. Perl, PHP, Java they all
contain a lot similarities with C. In C history we can
see improvements. C for AVR is different opposite
to C for X86. The beauty of language is the strict
following of standards.

The reason why C survived to this day is the
speed of compiled applications. Of course we can
say it could be better but still we can compile on
almost every platform we have.

5 How C works

C is used through source code. Then we need to
have compiler (gcc, intel, ...) to make binary file.
Binary file is architecture depended. We can not
take binary file from X86 and run them on ARM.
There is no framework, no Java machine, nothing
between C and hardware. We can actually call op-
eration system functions. With C we can touch
hardware much more faster.

6 Optimization

In compilation of the C code we can use a lot of
points where compiler can change the speed of the
outcoming binary application. We can set it up
with -O(1-3). It’s the fastest way to improve source
code of ASM before we make final binary file. On
the other hand we can optimize code in ASM our-
selves[2]. But for normal users is essential to use
compiler optimization.

Usually it’s much more faster to have our own
compiled programs in C on our computer. Kernel
of Linux is actually all in C. If we compile kernel
from scratch optimizations are usually set to level
2 (in some cases to 3). Now we can have our own
kernel of the operation system made just for our
own system. Some say it’s 10% faster opposite to
generic kernel.

There are even some Linux distributions which
are usually fully compiled. For example in Gentoo
we can compile everything and outcome could be
really surprising.

7 The end & questions

Thanks for listening to presentation. I welcome any
comments. I hope our C will live with us forever.
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